SCUNA
Minutes 9/4/08
Present: Fiona, William, Jesse, Maddy, Helene, Nat, Alan
Apologies: Matt, Michael, Kathleen, Sandie
Action List from 2/4/08:
- Camp – Michael to know about Kioloa about next meeting. Has emailed but
hasn’t heard book.
- Maddy to book restaurant by the end of the weekend for 40-50 people.
- Jesse to organise rooms and BBQ for first semester camp. Done.
- Jesse to gauge interest about Merchandise by next week. Done.
- Sandie to get CD’s finished within the next 2 weeks or ASAP
- Nat to get SCUNA affiliated with ANUSA by the end of this term.
- Tony to investigate busking gigs. – Jesse to call Bus Depot Markets
tomorrow.
- Fiona to confirm venue for Orchestra concert by next week. Done
- Concert band – Jesse to investigate. Done- waiting for reply.
- Will to design posters and flyers for orchestra concerts by the end term.
- Tony to investigate ANU Arts grants for 2009
- Kathleen to look into booking a BBQ for fundraiser with ANUSA
- Helene to try and co-ordinate a date with Jonathon and Alan for a concert
sub-committee meeting. In the process of doing at the moment.
- Everyone – begin to draw up a policies and procedures list for those who are
coming into your role.
- Everyone – gauge interest and con others to replace you next semester!!
CSO Concert
- After a meeting with CSO, they have agreed to allow a minimum of 80
SCUNA people to sing!
- Helene has made a list of compulsory rehearsals that people must attend to be
able to sing in Carmina Burana. The list will be passed around at tonight’s
rehearsal, and at the next rehearsal.
- Perhaps we should ask the Rowan Martin (conductor) 0439427167 to come
and run a rehearsal during our weekend camp (10th 11th of May)
Sydney
- 150 Canberra people needed for the fee to be $50, otherwise it will go up to
$75.
- We need to affiliate ASAP with ANUSA so we can get grants, which may
possibly fund the trip.
- Jesse has contacted the Sydney choirs about billeting and is waiting for a
reply.
Weekend Rehearsal
- All rooms are booked, as is the Copland BBQ. Still in discussions with the
SOM re: charging SCUNA for the hire of rooms for the orchestra.
- Need to write up a schedule. Jesse to propose a schedule and will run it by
Jonathon and Alan.

Orchestra Concert
- Confirmed for 25th May
- Jesse and Fiona to confirm the venue and make sure the orchestra will fit.
- Looking at adding in Schubert’s Ramazan overture.
- Perhaps the orchestra should have their own committee as they do not have
enough attention as the choir often takes precedent. Look at forming an
orchestra committee in Semester 2 this year.
- At the moment we don’t need to hire musicians for the concerts.
- Jesse contacted South Canberra Youth Wind Orchestra about a merger and
forming a concert band but hasn’t heard back as yet.
- Perhaps give SCUNA members free (or drastically reduced) tickets for the
concert to get more people there.
Fundraising
- Not a big enough response to merchandise to warrant buying the quantities
required to buy.
- CIV holding a trivia night on 18th May
- Look into Sponsorship- Will to contact Wig and Pen and Matt to contact
Dymocks
- Chocolate Drive will be next term.
Meeting Closed 6:40pm

